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Of interest is the die W/H (W3450.01) which has been identified  
with William Holllns 4 Co. Ltd., Yarn S Fabric manufacturers,  
Nottingham & London. Three different values and two postmarks,  
London and Pleasley Vale (near Mansfield), were represented in  
Harry's collection. This could mean as many as six individual  
affixers and hence six different perfin dies, but try as I might  
I can see no difference in the perfins produced. This of course  
lends weight to the possibility that the coils were perfinned  
before being dispatched for use in the various offices. 

Please help in this investigation by checking your holdings of  
these FIXO dies, and report the issues, postmarks and dates  
involved. You may well have spotted other perfin dies that  
should be included in this group. Again please forward any  
snippets of information that you may have. 
 

*          *          *          *          * 

DESIGN UNRAVELLED?              Catalogue Editor 
 
Tilles Design 76 looks for all the 
world like a monogram, but what are 
the letters involved? Kevin  
Parkhill has recently put forward  
the convincing suggestion of TSLP, 
producing the separate letters: 
 

 
 
 
Before I catalogue this perfin as T4195.01m, I thought that  
members might like the opportunity of saying how they 'read' this  
particular pattern of holes. Again, information regarding issues  
and postmarks involved would be greatly appreciated 



Bulletin No. 275 (Apr ‘95) Pg. 5. 

MEMBERS' COMMENTS ON PREVIOUS ARTICLES 
SIR HENRY BESSEMER  Bulletin 274 Pg.6-7.  

By Rosemary Smith. 
I, like 99% of members, had never heard of Bessemer in any other 
connection except the "Bessemer Steel Converter" until I read  
Maurice's article. 
By coincidence, on the 23rd February at Sheffield P.S. we were  
shown a display of G.B. Revenues. The speaker was Mr. G. Hardy from 
Matlock and his closing anecdote, saved until the last as it was a  
link with Sheffield and the making of steel, was this story of  
Bessemer and his ideas for making embossed Revenue Stamps safe  
from forgery. However Mr. Hardy did not make any mention of a link  
with perfins but presumably this invention of Bessemer's is well  
known in 'Revenue' collecting circles. 

*          *          *         * 
"CURRIE" PERFIN  Bulletin 274 Pg.14. 
DAVE HILL says Kevin Parkhill was correct in his assumption that 
"GARTH" was the name of the Estate belonging to Donald Currie. He 
bought the estate in 1880. 

*          *         *          * 
MONOGRAM T4195   Bulletin 253 Pg.15. 
In Bulletin 253 Kevin Parkhill thought that this monogram might be 
unravelled to make the initials TSLP. As a long shot DAVE HILL 
wonders if this could stand for Thomas Skinner Ltd., Publishers.  
They published the Stock Exchange Official Year Book, the  
Directory of Directors and the Bankers Almanac and Year Book. Did  
they ever use a monogram like this? 
Monograms are popular amongst publishers, evidence ULP for the 
University of London Press (Bulletin 270 Pg.16) and the MM for 
Macmillan. 
URUGUAY "St & C.°."  Bulletin 271 Pg.18; 274 Pg.16. 
BOB SCHWERDT has this die on an Argentine stamp with ROSARIO 
postmark. He also has the "St & C°.." on a Uruguay stamp of the 1899 
Electricity issue. The postmark has the date 1899 but only the  
last 'O' of a town cancel.  Still no link with Manchester, England. 

*         *         *         * 




